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Insider
Kids Are Making It Work

This month, OWL talks to young entrepreneurs to get the scoop on what it’s like 
to run their own businesses. Read the interviews, and then examine the questions, 
thinking about why they were asked. Then answer the following discussion questions:

Discussion Questions: 
• How do the short interviews capture the entrepreneurs and their businesses? 
• How do the photos help support the interview and provide more information?  
• If this were a longer interview, what else would you want to ask?  
• In your opinion, how are the three businesses similar? How are they different? 
• What would be another good business idea for kids? What resources would 
 you need to get the business up and running? 
• Is starting a business something anyone can do? Explain your reasons.

Follow-up Activities 
 • Pair up with a classmate, friend, or sibling and take turns interviewing 
  each other about your favourite sports or activities. Think about what 
  questions you want to ask and why. Then present your interviews as 
  magazine articles like the ones in OWL, adding photos or drawings for  
  visual appeal. 
 • Come up with your own business idea and write a plan for getting started. 
  Who will your customers be? How will you reach them? What product or 
  service will you offer, and what do you need to get going?

Classroom Connections:  
Language Arts: reading comprehension; understanding informational text 
Financial Literacy: education; careers; business 
Social Studies: jobs 
Media Literacy
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This month’s Incredible looks at wildlife crossings that help creatures get 
around their habitats safely. Read the feature and answer the following 
questions:

 • What is a wildlife crossing? Why do we need them? What would 
  happen if we didn’t have them?
 • What are the four types of crossings described in the article? Make a 
  list of the animals that use them.
 • How do fish ladders work? What is a “salmon cannon”? 
 • In what way are the Banff crossings models for other countries?

Follow-up Activity
Research to discover other wildlife crossings around the world. Which one 
surprised you the most? Can you think of other ways to protect wildlife from 
busy highways?

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: reading comprehension; understanding informational text
Science: environment; conservation; observation of living things; animals; 
engineering; technology

Incredible!
Right This Way
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This month, Snapshot looks at hybrid sports, which combine different existing 
sports to make a new one. Read the article, and then dream up your own 
hybrid sport. Think about the following as you make your plan:

 • What sports will you combine?
 • What are the rules?
 • How many players will you need?
 • What equipment will you use?

If possible, gather a few people and give your sport a go.  After you’re finished, 
think back and assess how it went: What worked in the game? What didn’t 
work? What changes would you make to your sport?

Follow-up Activities
 • Choose one of the sports in Snapshot and watch an event in  
  action online. Which sport would you like to try? Which one looks 
  the most challenging?

Classroom Connections:  
Sports
Creative Problem-Solving
Teamwork

Snapshot
Mix and  
Match Attack


